Introduction {#sec1}
============

Influenza A virus (IAV) is classified based upon the serotypes of viral envelope glycoproteins hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA), of which 16 and 9 are known to date, respectively. The HA from the highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) virus H5N1 was first isolated in 1961 from aquatic terns killed by the IAV subtype H5N3.([@ref1]) Since then, the HPAI virus H5N1 has killed or caused the extermination of millions of chickens and ducks. To date, more than 400 human cases have been confirmed, with an average fatality rate of 63%.([@ref2]) In contrast, the most devastating historic pandemic of influenza was the 1918 H1N1 outbreak with an estimated fatality rate of 2.5%. Subsequent pandemic outbreaks of the 1957 H2N2 and 1968 H3N2 killed about one million people each, but the estimated death rate is comparable to that of the seasonal flu, at 0.5−1%.([@ref3]) The most recent 2009 H1N1 pandemic influenza of swine origin is currently estimated to have killed thousands, with the death rate estimated to be higher than 1%.([@ref2]) The potential threat of a new highly lethal pandemic strain that may emerge through antigenic shift or genome reassortment has led to increased surveillance of IAV from various species, and continued interest in vaccine and drug development for prophylaxis and therapy.

HA is known to be responsible for the attachment of the virus to host cell membrane surface glycoproteins or glycolipids via multivalent interactions to the sialoglycans,^[@ref4]−[@ref6]^ with measured binding affinity in the millimolar range.([@ref7]) Avian and human adapted IAV have been shown to prefer α-2,3 or α-2,6 linked glycans, respectively.^[@ref8],[@ref9]^ HA interacts with the terminal SIA of glycan receptors at conserved residues 98, 136, 153, and to a lesser degree, 183 and 194 (H3 numbering, [Figure S1](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).^[@ref5],[@ref8]^ Mutations at residues 98, 183, and 194 are known to eliminate erythrocyte binding.([@ref9]) However, the human adaptation of influenza viruses may require different mutations in different HA subtypes, or even within the same subtype. For example, residues 190, 225 are known to control reversible binding specificity shifts for H1N1;([@ref12]) residues 226, 228 are important in avian to human adaptation for H2 and H3 subtypes;^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ residues 137, 192 increase α-2,6 receptor binding specificity in H5N1;([@ref10]) and residues 143, 186, 196 are important for clade-1 H5N1, but have variable effects in clade-2 H5N1 strains.([@ref11]) Similarly, residues 226 and 228 in H5 only enhance binding to biantennary α-2,6 linked glycans, and residues 190 and 225 in the same context abolished binding in glycan microarray studies.([@ref12])

The specific SIA-GAL linkage types of glycan receptors do not always correlate well with host cell tropism, transmission, and virulence of IAV.^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ Recently, a mouse study using chimeric strains of avian HPAI H5N1 with mutually exchanged H5 and N1 indicated that increased affinity for synthetic α-2,6 linked sialoglycans actually decreased the systematic spread and lethality in mice, but not in chickens.([@ref15]) In a mouse model of the 1918 H1N1 infection, chimeric strains with the 1918 H1 and N1 within a contemporary human H1N1 background were highly pathogenic, regardless of the preference for sialoglycan linkages reported in glycan microarray studies.([@ref16]) In a ferret model of the 1918 H1N1, regardless of receptor binding specificity, the H1N1 strains have similar tissue pathogenicity to the infected primary hosts. Transmissibility from primary to secondary hosts, however, is found to depend not only upon binding of α-2,3 or α-2,6 receptors, but also the ability to bind long α-2,6 glycans.([@ref17])

To accommodate such complexities, the topology of glycan receptors, not the specific linkage type, has been hypothesized to be an important determinant for the human adaptation of avian H5. Shorter glycans (di-, trisaccharides), regardless of linkage type, were proposed to adopt cone-like topology, whereas longer α-2,6 linked glycans were umbrella-like.([@ref18]) Cell surface glycans also contain complex modifications, including fucosylation, sulfation, and sialylation,([@ref19]) and the types and distribution of glycan receptors in different tissues are only beginning to be understood through the use of specific lectins,^[@ref14],[@ref20]^ and more recently mass spectroscopy studies.([@ref18]) Biochemical studies have suggested that the inner part (distal to the terminal SIA residue) of glycan receptors may play a role in the determination of species specificity as well.^[@ref21],[@ref22]^

A better understanding of the mechanism of glycan receptor recognition and specificity requires new approaches that can take advantage of the increasing amount of complex biological evidence and petascale computational power. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations offer a complementary, high-resolution, computational approach to investigate biological phenomena difficult to assess experimentally.([@ref23]) Both experiments([@ref24]) and MD simulations([@ref25]) of glycosylated HA indicated that viral- and host-glycan interactions may affect HA-receptor binding specificity and affinity. In one of our earlier works,([@ref26]) we completed an exhaustive set of comparative MD simulation of the pentasaccharides LSTa and LSTc, two known avian and human receptor analogues in complex with duck H3, H5, and swine H9.^[@ref8],[@ref27]^ While there was no direct experimental measurement of LSTa and LSTc binding affinity with the HA's studied, the predicted binding affinities reproduced known binding preferences to α-2,3 or α-2,6 linked glycans after taking into consideration of glycan conformational entropy.([@ref26]) In addition, a number of additional HA RBD residues interacted with the distal glycan residues of LSTa and LSTc in these simulations, with corresponding increases in interaction energy from these non-SIA interactions.([@ref26]) The secondary structural elements (SSE) of the receptor binding domains (RBD) of HA and Hn-LSTx (*n* = 3,3h,5,9 and *x* = a,c) are illustrated using H5-LSTx as an example in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The RBD comprises residues 98 and 117 to 265 (H3 numbering, [Figure S1](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).

![The RBD of H5 is shown in a yellow ribbon diagram with LSTa (a) or LSTc (b) bound. The major SSE are labeled and highlighted as follows: 120-loop (orange), 130-loop (cyan); 150-loop (blue/purple); 190-helix (green); and 220-loop (magenta). The trimeric interface β-strands are colored dark gray. The glycan residues are colored as follows: Sia1(ochre); Gal2 (lime); GlcNAc3 (blue); Gal4 (pink); and Glc5 (dark gray). Y 98 is shown in red (H3 Numbering).](ja-2009-04052q_0001){#fig1}

Here we report the computational analysis of the MD trajectories of duck and human H3, duck H5, and swine H9 using the pentasaccharides LSTa and LSTc as the avian (α-2,3 linked) and human (α-2,6 linked) receptor analogues. On the basis of detailed analyses of the dynamic motions of the RBD and interaction energy profiles with individual glycan residues, we have identified ∼30 residue positions and SSE in the RBD that present distinct interaction profiles with the receptor analogues. These receptor-specific interaction profiles yield interesting clues to the mechanism of receptor recognition and species specificity switch. This study establishes a computational framework for the glycobiology of IAV, complementary to experimental studies, to elucidate the mechanistic details of the human adaptation of the influenza virus.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

MD Simulations {#sec2.1}
--------------

The details of the MD simulations using an avian-adapted H3,([@ref28]) avian H5,([@ref8]) and swine H9([@ref8]) have been previously described.([@ref26]) The human H3 X31([@ref27]) (H3h) is set up in a similar fashion. Briefly, each simulation was started from the corresponding crystal structure listed in [Table S1](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}. In the case of duck H5 and swine H9 where the coordinates for the trimeric HA were not available, the trimer was generated from a monomer using the crystal symmetry in Chimera.([@ref29]) LSTa and LSTc are fully resolved in the crystal structures of H3h and H9, respectively, so the glycan structures were transferred to H3 and H5 by aligning the SIA of LSTx to that in the crystal structure using VMD.([@ref30]) MD was performed on the full trimeric HA using NAMD 2.6([@ref31]) with the FF99SB force field([@ref32]) for the protein and GLYCAM06 force field([@ref33]) for the glycans. Atom counts for the full systems are in [Table S1](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}. Supercomputers at MHPCC, NBCR, and SDSC provided 0.5 (MHPCC) − 0.8 ns/day (NCBR and SDSC) on 64 or 128 processors, respectively. With 4 Hn-apo, and 8 Hn-LSTx systems, a total of two million CPU hours were used for the simulation and postanalysis.

MM-GBSA Binding Free Energy {#sec2.2}
---------------------------

Total binding free energy was calculated using the MM-GBSA scheme,^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ as reported previously.([@ref26]) A single trajectory approach was used for computational efficiency with 1000 snapshots at 40 ps interval. Surface tension (γ) of 0.0072 kcal/(mol Å), and the Hawkins−Cramer−Truhlar model (GB^HCT^)^[@ref36],[@ref37]^ with parameters described by Tsui and Case,([@ref38]) were used for the nonpolar solvation free energy calculation. To be consistent with experimental assay conditions, the salt concentration was set to 0.15 M, and the temperature to 310 K. Normal mode analysis (NMA) was used to compute solute translational, rotational, and vibrational entropy terms, using snapshots at the midpoint and end point of a trajectory. The ligand conformational entropy term was also included with 100 ns simulation of the free glycans to ensure adequate conformational sampling.

rmsd/RMSF/N−H Bond Reorientation Analyses {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------

rmsd and RMSF analyses were carried using the Wordom utility([@ref39]) and VMD([@ref30]), respectively, as previously described.([@ref26]) Errors were estimated from treating each monomer as a separate datum. The N−H bond reorientation order parameters were calculated using a previously described in-house program.([@ref40]) Errors were estimated as for RMSF.

Cluster Analysis {#sec2.4}
----------------

The average-linkage agglomerative method from the AMBER ptraj module was used to cluster the MD trajectories.([@ref41]) Snapshots were selected for analysis every 10 ps. To focus on the conformational changes including side-chain motions around the HA RBD, a clustering analysis was performed on all atoms (H3: 748 atoms, H5: 765 atoms, H9: 686 atoms) of the five SSEs (H3: 50, H5: 51, H9: 46 residues) in the RBD, as illustrated in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. A 3-cluster solution was obtained from each trajectory. Statistical criteria such as SSR/SST (sum of squares regression/total sum of squares) and critical distance show good clustering quality (SSR/SST \> 98%) in the 3-cluster results.

Principal Component Analysis {#sec2.5}
----------------------------

For each Hn-apo system, the structures of the RDB domain collected across the 40-ns trajectory were superimposed in a mass-weighted backbone root-mean-square (rms) fitting procedure using the average structure as a reference. The covariance matrix was calculated and diagonalized to obtain the principal component eigenvectors using the coordinates of the C-α atoms. Each structure collected across the trajectory was then projected into the collective coordinate space defined by the two lowest principal component eigenvectors. In order to establish differences in the essential structural-dynamic properties of the RBD with or without the bound glycan, each Hn-LSTx system was superimposed onto the same Hn-apo reference structure and projected into the same collective coordinate space defined by the Hn-apo principal component eigenvectors. All calculations were performed using an in-house FORTRAN code. Errors in the RMSF and N−H reorientational analyses were estimated from treating each monomer as a separate datum.

Contact Frequency Analysis {#sec2.6}
--------------------------

VMD and shell scripts were used to count the occurrence of a HA RBD residue within a 5 Å cutoff of any glycan residue at each time step. The B-factor column of the corresponding HA PDB file was replaced by the calculated percent contact frequency for each residue. The color coding and visualization were done in VMD,([@ref30]) PMV,([@ref42]) or UCSF Chimera([@ref29]) where appropriate. The graphics was generated using Chimera.

Ensemble-Averaged Electrostatic Calculations {#sec2.7}
--------------------------------------------

Ensemble-averaged electrostatics calculations were performed in VMD with the PME Electrostatics Plugin. Snapshots were taken every 5 ps over the course of the 40 ns simulation (8000 snapshots) and used in the calculations. The resulting images were created using VMD. Electrostatic surface maps were produced using Chimera([@ref29]) with the dominant cluster representatives from the cluster analysis. The partial charges and the electrostatics potential were calculated using PDB2PQR([@ref43]) and APBS([@ref44]) servers at NBCR. The molecular surface was calculated using MSMS.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^

Energy Decomposition {#sec2.8}
--------------------

To determine the individual enthalpic contribution to the interaction energy between HA and glycan residue pairs, complete trajectories were analyzed with NAMD, using a configuration file modeled after the sample configuration file provided in the NAMD User Guide. The interaction energy profiles for the glycans with different HA RBD residues were visualized using the Cytoscape software,([@ref47]) and the heat map feature of the ClusterMaker plugin.

H-Bond Analysis {#sec2.9}
---------------

Hydrogen bond analyses were carried out using the criteria that the H to acceptor distance is less than or equal to 2.5 Å and that the three atoms form an angle between 120° and 180°,([@ref48]) using a custom VMD script.([@ref49]) Only hydrogen bonds with occupancies \>50% in at least one system were considered in the hydrogen bond analysis. The average occupancy from the three monomeric units with standard errors was reported.

Propensity Index {#sec2.10}
----------------

The propensity index was computed as the interaction energy difference with the interaction energy of LSTc subtracted from that of LSTa. If the index was less than the sum of the standard errors of the two measurements, then it was set to 0. This means that there is no significant preference for LSTa or LSTc, regardless of the actual strength of the interaction. A positive propensity index indicates that LSTc is favored (computed interaction is stronger) over LSTa, whereas a negative index indicates that LSTa is favored over LSTc.

Results {#sec3}
=======

HA Receptor Binding Domains {#sec3.1}
---------------------------

HA is a heterogeneous protein with sequence identities of 38% for avian H3/H5, 37% for avian H3/H9, 45% in H5/H9, and 95% in avian H3/human H3h. The RBD of HA bound with LSTa (α-2,3) and LSTc (α-2,6) are illustrated with H5 in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The RBD comprises several key structural components of HA1: the 130-loop (residue number 134−142, H3 numbering), 150-loop (150−156), 190-helix (181−193), and the 220-loop (220−230), with a number of conserved residues implicated in receptor binding and species specificity.([@ref5])[Figure S2](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"} contains the alignments for all 148 RBD residues (residues 98 and 117 to 265, H3 numbering), only 40 of which are identical. Besides conserved residues in the SSE mentioned above, other conserved residues are mostly in the trimeric interface.([@ref50]) Residues 247−254 are most conserved with 7 out of 8 identical residues. In this study, we focus mainly on the functional roles and characteristics of the residues and SSE on the receptor binding interface.

System Stability and Correlation with Experimental Data {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------------------------

The convergence of the simulation systems within the limitation of computing power was examined using the MM-GBSA technique, and the total binding free energy was stable over the course of the simulation of 40 ns for each system.([@ref26]) The backbone rmsd of the HA's were generally under 2.5 Å ([Figure S2](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). Even though the simulations would have taken more than 200 years on a single core, the time scale achieved was still short compared to experimental time scale of milliseconds to seconds for HA-glycan interactions.

The H3h and LSTa binding constant has been determined experimentally.([@ref7]) As shown in [Table S2](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}, the experimental *K*~d~ was equivalent to a free energy of binding of −3.30 kcal/mol. The predicted free energy of binding for H3-LSTa is −2.05 kcal/mol. No experimental data are available for H3h and LSTc, but α-2,6 sialyllactose is known to have a binding free energy of −3.65 kcal/mol with H3h. The predicted free energy of binding for H3h-LSTc was −2.37 kcal/mol. The relative difference between H3h-LSTx is small. In addition, we have found previously that the free energy binding difference from the current computational scheme is able to predict the relative binding preference for the avian and human receptor analogues ([Table S1, S2](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).([@ref26]) While the earlier study focused on the glycans in terms of topological differences when free or bound to different HA, we focus on changes in the proteins in the current work.

Principal Component Analysis and Cluster Analysis {#sec3.3}
-------------------------------------------------

We examined the different principal components plots of Cα atoms in the RBD (see [Figure S3](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"} for an example of human H3), and chose PC1 and PC2 for comparative purposes. Principal components 1 (PC1) and 2 (PC2) of the RBD for Hn-LSTx projected onto the components for HA-apo provide information on the effect of glycan binding on the conformational space sampling by the RBDs (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). H3-apo, H3h-apo, and H5-apo monomers (black) sampled separate conformational spaces, while H9-apo monomers sampled similar conformational space. H3 and H3h, with 95% identical sequence identity, had similar HA-apo plots (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Column 1). All of the HAs with LSTx (LSTa, green; LSTc, red) bound were restricted in the sampled conformational spaces, compared to those of the respective HA-apo. There were subtle shifts in the conformational spaces sampled by Hn-LSTa (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Column 2) and Hn-LSTc (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Column 3). When the individual plots are overlapped (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Column 3), the conformational spaces sampled by H9-LSTx differed the least from their apo-forms. The conformational spaces sampled in H5-LSTx exhibited intermediate level of overlap, compared to H3-LSTx and H9-LSTx.

![The projections of principal component 1 and 2 for the RBDs of Hn-LSTx (*n* = 3,5,9 and *x* = a,c) are shown separately or superimposed over those of H3, H3h, H5, and H9. The conformational space sampled by Hn is in black, Hn-LSTa in red, and Hn-LSTc in green.](ja-2009-04052q_0002){#fig2}

PCA eigenmode analyses of HA-apo forms showed that the maximum collective motions occurred in the 120-loop, 130-loop, and the 260-loop regions ([Figure S4](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). H3h also exhibited additional collective motion in the 220-loop, and in the trimeric interface T1 (residues 161−173), T2 (200−206) regions ([Figure S1](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). Similarly, swine H9 also exhibited greater collective motion in the trimeric interface region. The exact role of the changes in the collective motion at the trimeric interface is under further examination.

Representative Conformation Cluster Analysis {#sec3.4}
--------------------------------------------

To examine the representative conformations adopted by the different HAs, we performed an all-atom clustering analysis of the RBD's. We selected a three cluster solution using the average linkage method ([Table S3](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}) since the PCA analysis indicated that only a small number of conformational spaces were sampled. H3-apo and H9-apo were dominated by one cluster, whereas H5-apo spread into three clusters. In H3-LSTx, there is much higher occupation of the second cluster. The situation is similar for H3h. In H5-LSTa the first cluster has higher occupation than in H5-apo, and H5-LSTc spread out evenly among three clusters. The average rmsd between the three clusters for all the HA systems varied between 1.3 to 1.9 Å. The dominant cluster representatives are visualized with the four major SSEs colored separately ([Figure S5](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). These surface maps of the major SSEs of the RBD's indicated topological variations that are possible due to natural protein motions, as well as possible changes in the presence of the glycan receptors.

In the subsequent sections, we examined the differences between Hn-LSTx and Hn-apo using RMSF, backbone amide bond reorientation order parameter analysis, and compared with the experimental B-factors reported in the crystal structures ([Figures S6, S7, and S8](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).

Backbone Cα RMSF and N−H Bond Reorientational Motion Analysis {#sec3.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We used Cα atom RMSF analysis to observe the range of fluctuations for each residue along the RBD ([Figure S6](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). The order parameter, *S*^2^, is given by \<*P*~2~cosϕ(t)\>~limt→∞~. It is a value that varies from 1 (rigid) to 0 (rotation by 2π rads). The backbone N−H bond order parameter provides additional information compared to the RMSF analysis, describing the reorientation of the amide bond of the protein backbone ([Figure S7](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). These may be indicative of possible formation or breakage of hydrogen bonds that involve the backbone amide bond hydrogen atoms. Cα RMSF reduction may incur greater entropic penalty compared to backbone amide bond reorientation (BAR) without the corresponding RMSF reduction.

The RBD residues exhibiting large RMSF values are in good agreement with those with large crystal thermal factors---maxima and mimina occur at nearly the same residues ([Figure S8](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). However, as already suggested by the PCA analysis, there existed differences between the Hn-apo and Hn-LSTx in several subregions over the RBD. Most notably, the residue 133 in H5-LSTc exhibited 0.7 Å reduction in RMSF, whereas there were no differences (\<0.1 Å) in the corresponding position in the other 3 HA-LSTc (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, panel A). Also, the presence of glycan ligands induced very little change in RMSF variation in the 150 loop region. However, H3h exhibited significant BAR at residues 151, 152 in the presence of LSTx, whereas H5 only did so in the presence of LSTa. Another significant BAR event occurred at residue 243 in H3h, not seen in any of the other HA ([Figure S7](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).

![Comparison of backbone Cα RMSF variation and N−H bond reorientation analyses with different receptors bound or unbound. The region shown includes the 130 loop, 150 loop, and the T1 ([Figure S1](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}) trimeric interface strand.](ja-2009-04052q_0003){#fig3}

Contact Frequency Analysis {#sec3.6}
--------------------------

We set out to identify key residues that participate in glycan binding by plotting the contact frequency of individual RBD residues with any of the glycan residues (using a distance cutoff of 5 Å). Using the monomeric structures, the dominant cluster representatives of the Hn-LSTx/Apo were used to illustrate the per residue contact frequencies (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Table S4](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). The contact frequency offered a high level view of interactions possible through H-bonds, van der Waals interactions, and electrostatic interactions, though the last may be capable of interactions of a longer range than 5 Å. Each glycan formed a distinct contact pattern with individual HA, with key Sia1 contacts conserved. Residues 134−137, 153, 155, 190, and 194 had a contact frequency of 1, suggesting constant contact with the glycans during the simulation. Those with contact frequencies less than 80% had as much as 30% standard error. This implied that the monomers within each trimer had quite different contact frequencies with those residues. Alternatively, more long-range electrostatic interactions might have compensated for the variations in distance. The distal asialoglycans contributed to the diverse interactions between HA and glycans.

![Contact frequencies with LSTa and LSTc by the RBD residues in the dominant cluster representative of H3, H5, or H9. Contact frequency from one monomer is illustrated, with values from 25 to 100%. Averaged values and standard errors are in [Table S4](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}. These images may not reflect the average contact frequencies for some of the residues.](ja-2009-04052q_0004){#fig4}

Hydrogen Bonds {#sec3.7}
--------------

We analyzed the hydrogen bonds that formed dynamically during the MD simulation, and compared them with H-bonds previously reported from crystal structural studies^[@ref5],[@ref8]^ (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Six systems (all the HA-LSTa complexes and both H3 and H3h in complex with LSTc) possessed a hydrogen bonding interaction network limited to the primary Sia1/135−137 interaction sites, 98, and where applicable, 190. H5-LSTc had three unique persistent hydrogen bonds with Gal2 and GlcNAc3, and swine H9 had high occupancy H-bonds with the distal glycan residues Gal4 and Glc5. The standard errors for most of the hydrogen bond occupancies \>80% were ∼10%, but for occupancies between 20 and 80% the errors were significantly larger. A number of H-bond interactions were identified by crystal structure studies, but not through this simulation study, and these were noted below Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

###### H-Bond Occupancies

                                                                                                                        H-bond occupancies (%)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  --------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ----------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
                                                                                                                                  H3                           H3 X-31                           H5                                             H9                                                                                                                                                               
  glycan                                        role[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   protein residue                        LSTa                           LSTc                            LSTa                                           LSTc                                           LSTa                                             LSTc                                        LSTa                                        LSTc
  Sia1 N5[b](#tbl1-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}    D                                         135 main O         **85 (5)**[c](#tbl1-fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   **62 (27)**                     **97 (0)**                                     **94 (3)**                                    **62 (19)**                                       **80 (8)**                                  **95 (2)**                                  **98 (1)**
  Sia1 O7[d](#tbl1-fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}    D                                         190 OE                                36 (25)                        27 (15)                        43 (35)                                         2 (2)                                       **73 (23)**                                           0                                          n/a                                         n/a
  Sia1 O8[d](#tbl1-fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}    D                                         190 OE                                41(24)                         37 (15)     **57 (24)**[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}   31 (28)[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}   **70 (23)**[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}        0[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}                        n/a                                         n/a
  Sia1 O9[b](#tbl1-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}    D                                         190 OE                              **52 (24)**                       5 (5)                       **61 (14)**                                    **55 (26)**                                       5 (3)                                           26 (21)                                       n/a                                         n/a
  Sia1 O9[b](#tbl1-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}    D                                         226 OE                                   0                           39 (21)                          n/a                                            n/a                         41 (16)[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}     **56 (20)**[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}                   n/a                                         n/a
  Sia1 O8[b](#tbl1-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}    A                                         98 OH                               **56 (19)**                      37 (20)                        45 (25)                                      **70 (23)**                                      39 (14)                                         **92 (4)**                                 **69 (15)**                                   22 (11)
  Sia1 O9                                       A                                         98 OH                               **51 (21)**                      26 (18)                        26 (21)                                         1 (1)                                         33 (19)                                           4 (4)                                      43 (21)                                     29 (15)
  Sia1 O1A                                      A                                         136 OG                                25 (14)                        12 (8)                          36 (7)                                        49 (14)                                       **54 (7)**                                           0                                         37 (6)                                      12 (4)
  Sia1 O1B[b](#tbl1-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   A                                         136 OG                              **75 (19)**                    **52 (19)**                       40 (7)                                        63 (23)                                      **39 (20)**                                        45 (27)                                   **63 (18)**                                 **64 (20)**
  Sia1 O1A                                      A                                         137 OG                              **79 (13)**                    **57 (21)**                        n/a                                            n/a                                          34 (11)                                        **69 (13)**                                  **70 (9)**                                  **81 (7)**
  Sia1 O1B[b](#tbl1-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   A                                         137 OG                                36 (25)                        21 (12)                          n/a                                            n/a                                          39 (18)                                        **55 (25)**                                   30 (14)                                      28 (9)
  Sia1 O1B[d](#tbl1-fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}   A                                         137 main N                          **72 (8)**                     **54 (26)**                     **62 (2)**                                    **50 (21)**                                      47 (15)                                        **69 (12)**                                   34 (15)                                    **59 (7)**
  Sia1 O1A[b](#tbl1-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   A                                         137 main N                          **64 (1)**                     **54 (24)**                     **72 (5)**                                     **83 (0)**                                    **61 (12)**                                       **92 (3)**                                  **92 (5)**                                  **81 (7)**
  Sia1 O9[b](#tbl1-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}    A                                         228 side OG                              0                              0                            12 (5)                                        31 (23)                                          n/a                                              n/a                                         n/a                                         n/a
  Sia1 O9[d](#tbl1-fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}    A                                         228 main N                             2 (0)                            0             0[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}           0[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}                          1 (0)                                         **58 (25)**                                      0                                           0
  Gal2 O4                                       D                                         225 main O                               0                              0             0[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}                            0                                              0                                           **63 (12)**                     0[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}                       2 (1)
  Gal2 O3                                       A                                         222 NZ                                  n/a                            n/a                            n/a                                            n/a                                             0                                            **58 (5)**                                     n/a                                         n/a
  GlcNAc O6                                     D                                         190 OE                                13 (13)                        16 (13)                           0                                              0                                              0                                            **71 (6)**                                     n/a                                         n/a
  Gal4 O6[d](#tbl1-fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}    D                                         156 main O                               0                              0                              0                                              0                                              0                                                0                                           0                     **55 (7)**[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Gal4 O6[d](#tbl1-fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}    A                                         155 OG1                                  0                              0                              0                                              0                                             n/a                                              n/a                                          0                                       **70 (6)**
  Glc5 O6                                       A                                         189 main N                               0                              0                            22 (2)                                           0                                              0                                                0                                           0                                           0
  Glc5 O6[d](#tbl1-fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}    A                                         135 main N                               0                              0                              0                                              0                                              0                                                0                                           0                     **63 (19)**[e](#tbl1-fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}

Role: D = glycan is donor, A = glycan is acceptor. n/a = HA did not have this atom.

All glycan atom names are GLYCAM06 names, all protein atom names are standard PDB atoms names. Hydrogen-bonding with these residues described in ref ([@ref5]).

Standard error in (), occupancies \>50% are bold.

Hydrogen-bonding described in ref ([@ref8]).

These H-bonds identified by ref ([@ref8]) in some HA. Missing H-bonds when compared to these sources were with 131, 158, Gal4−156, 133-Glc5, in swine H9 with LSTc; 156-Glc5, 158-Glc5, 193-Glc5 in human H3 with LSTc; and 183-Sia1 in human H3 and avian H5 with LSTx.

Electrostatic Surface Maps {#sec3.8}
--------------------------

Electrostatics is predicted to play a major role in the glycan-HA binding energetic analysis.([@ref26]) We examined the possible contribution from the charged residues and mutations observed in the different HA (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In H3, the change from E158 to G158 in H3h removed negative potential from H3h near the trimeric interface. In H5, K189 introduced positive potential, whereas D183 introduced negative potential in the 190 helix. Also, K218 introduced positive potential in the structurally equivalent position of W222 in H3. In H9 D135 introduced negative potential in the N145 position of H3.

![Electrostatic surface of major cluster representatives. Blue indicates positive on the electrostatic potential, and red indicates negative electrostatic potential. The residues are labeled according to the SSE where they are located using the same coloring scheme as [Figure S4](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}.](ja-2009-04052q_0005){#fig5}

Interaction Energy Profile {#sec3.9}
--------------------------

In order to assess the effect of the contacts made between the glycans and HA RBD quantitatively, we performed an interaction energy profile analysis for those residues that have been reported as important for glycan binding and/or species specificity. These include residues 98, 135−138, 153, 155, 186, 190−194, and 226−228.^[@ref8],[@ref12],[@ref28],[@ref51]^ Additional residues were studied if the contact frequency exceeded 50% in at least one of the eight systems studied. The interaction energy includes contributions from both electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. The values calculated, with standard errors, are listed in [Tables S5−S8](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}. For ease of comparison, the data were visualized with a heat map (Figures [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Here we examined the enthalpic contributions to HA-glycan interactions; the calculated total free energy of binding were reported previously for H3, H5, and H9,([@ref26]) and for H3h in this study ([Tables S1and S2](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).

![Heat map visualization of interaction energy profile for individual sugar residues and individual RBD residues. Green indicates negative interaction energy values (favorable), and red indicates positive interaction energy values (unfavorable). RBD residues are indicated as residue number (H3 numbering. NAG3 designates GlcNAc3 for space reasons. Residue 133a is an insertion unique to H5.](ja-2009-04052q_0006){#fig6}

Sialic Acid Binding Sites {#sec3.10}
-------------------------

Y98 is critical to the binding of Sia1 and in our computations the interaction was conserved in all four HA. The primary interaction in all systems was between Sia1 and residues 136−137, which concurred with the structural analysis of Ha et al.([@ref8]) Other residues also calculated to be important for Sia1 binding included 145, 153, and 226, with smaller contributions from 156, 190, 193, and 222. Our energy decomposition indicates that Sia1-D145 in swine H9 was an unfavorable interaction (positive interaction energy, colored red in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}); an effect unique to H9 among the HA studied, the result of electrostatic repulsion due to the negative charge on D145.

Asialoglycan Binding Sites {#sec3.11}
--------------------------

Gal2 had only a few interactions computed to be ∼−5 kcal/mol or greater: with E190 in H3-LSTa, H3h-LSTa, and H5-LSTa. GlcNAc3 had interactions of similar magnitude with 193 in H3-LSTc, 190 in H3h-LSTa, 193 in H5-LSTc, and 190 in H9-LSTc. In Gal4, the residues with the greatest interactions were 193 in H3-LSTc, 193 in H5-LSTc, and 155, 156, 190 in H9-LSTc. Glc5 had the strongest interactions with 156 with both LST in both H3 and H3h.

Propensity Index {#sec3.12}
----------------

The propensity index is shown in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The values used to compute the propensity index, as well as their standard errors, are shown in [Tables S5−S8](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}. Only those residues that had an index value with magnitude greater than the sum of the standard errors are shown. The characteristic patterns for each HA are immediately obvious in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. HA-Sia1 interactions were generally about equal in the LST, but those which were not, were, with one exception (H5−226), stronger with LSTa. With Gal4 and Glc5, most of the interactions differing between LST were calculated to be stronger in LSTc.

![Propensity index for RBD residues to favor LSTa or LSTc in bound state. Negative values favor bound LSTa, and vice versa for bound LSTc.](ja-2009-04052q_0007){#fig7}

Ensemble-Averaged Electrostatic Potential Isosurface Maps {#sec3.13}
---------------------------------------------------------

These maps showed the aggregate potential acting on approaching ligands. Extensive MD simulations have been shown to reproduce accurately experimentally observed changes in protein electrostatic field.([@ref52]) Furthermore, protein−ligand complexes whose association is enhanced many fold over diffusion control by electrostatic steering have been identified.([@ref53]) The RBD for all the HA studied here had positive electrostatic potential, though that of H9 was weaker than those of the other HA. The HA were significantly dipolar, with well-separated positively and negatively charged regions, though again, the separation was less in H9.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

MD Simulation of Glycan−Protein Interactions {#sec4.1}
--------------------------------------------

Oligosaccharide binding to the lectin Concanavalin A or bacterial polysaccharide binding to antibody have been simulated and validated against experimental data using MM-PBSA([@ref54]) and MM-GBSA techniques.([@ref55]) Glycan binding to HA has a dissociation constant *K*~d~ ≈ 2−3 mM.([@ref56]) Some MD on glycan interactions in HA have been published,^[@ref25],[@ref57]−[@ref59]^ but these studies were for shorter times scales, shorter glycans, or a single HA. MD has also been used to elucidate interactions with comparable strength to glycan-HA, for instance, the effects of anesthetics([@ref60]) and melatonin interaction with calmodulin.([@ref61]) Although we are unable to simulate these systems on physiologically relevant time scales (milliseconds), our approach attempts to combine the known sampling advantages from multicopy MD simulations^[@ref62],[@ref63]^ (i.e., simulating the full trimeric HA structures), while simulating long enough to sample dynamical events that may occur on 40 ns time scales, such as hydrogen bond reorientation, side chain motion, and substantial ligand, solvent, and flexible loop rearrangements, which are typically inaccessible via static crystal structures. Although we are unable to simulate the twelve systems presented here on physiologically relevant time scales, they are part of a productive cycle of interactions between "dry" and "wet" laboratories to gain insight into infectious diseases and other health related issues.

The HA RBD comprises four major SSEs and four β-strands forming the trimeric interface. This region includes three of the four known epitopes, with site C near the trimeric interface region, and part of the newly discovered epitope that offered cross-subtype protective antibodies.^[@ref64],[@ref65]^ Significant sequence variations in the RBD SSE, some likely coordinated due to selective pressure from the host immune response, help the virus evade antibody recognition successfully.([@ref66]) Some of these changes include the introduction of *N*-linked glycosylation sites that help mimic host glycome. The trimeric interface regions are also variable between subtypes. Both the HA RBD and the trimeric interface regions remain potential sites for small molecule inhibitor design, including the use of glycomimetic compounds, to complement vaccine development for the prophylaxis and therapy of influenza infection. In this study, we focused on HA in an attempt to characterize the behaviors of HA from different species interacting with glycan receptor analogues.

Human Adaptation and Swine Flu {#sec4.2}
------------------------------

Swine H9 RBD exhibited the least change in conformational space sampling in the PCA analysis (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and predominantly showed a single cluster in the all-atom average linkage cluster analysis ([Table S3](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}), with or without bound glycan. Relative to the other HAs, swine H9 also had the fewest residues with changes in BAR order parameter, and they were also smaller than in the other HA (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure S7](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). The small standard errors for the RMSF and BAR analyses also indicated that the motions of the H9 RBD residues were minimal. The swine H9 RBD contained fewer charged residues in the four SSE of the RBD. In addition to the conserved 130-loop interactions, only residues 155, 156, 157, and 193 also had significant interaction energy with at least one of the glycan residues (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [Table S8](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). D145 stood out with predicted interaction ∼+10 kcal/mol (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, H9 D135 in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), due to its negative charge. In addition, the ensemble-averaged electrostatic potential computation also showed much weaker positive electrostatic potential at the RBD (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

![The 40 ns ensemble-averaged electrostatic potential fields. For all systems, the positive (blue lobes) and negative (red lobes) potential field strengths were ± 200 kT/e, with the exception of H9, which had a positive potential field drawn at +130 kT/e and a negative potential at −100 kT/e. The top panel shows the electrostatic potential shown looking down on the RBD; bottom panel shows the side view of the HA proteins.](ja-2009-04052q_0008){#fig8}

The electrostatic contribution to the H9-LSTx interaction is the weakest and the solvation free energy penalty for H9 is the lowest in the previous published MM-GBSA analysis on this set of systems (Table 5 in([@ref26])). Swine H9-LSTc is the only HA examined that had significant interaction with Glc5 in the 130 loop and K157 (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Of all the H-bonds identified in this simulation, only swine H9-LSTc formed H-bonds with Gal4 at residue 156, and Glc5 at residues 135, 155. The propensity index indicated that most of the interactions calculated to be stronger in H9-LSTc were with the distal glycan residues Gal4 and Glc5 (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the swine H9 is unique in its adaptation for recognition of glycan receptors through nonbonded and hydrogen-bond interactions with distal glycans. The difference between the binding free energies of H9-LSTx was smaller than for H3-LSTx or H5-LSTx. ([Table S1](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}).

These results may help explain in part the dual specific recognition of receptors with α-2,6 (human) or α-2,3 (avian) linkages by swine flu viruses. It may also give a clue to the current pandemic H1N1 flu of swine origin in that the swine H9 may be quite well adapted for binding both glycan receptors. Further simulations are ongoing to test this hypothesis, and our current results provide preliminary theoretical support for the notion that swine flu subtypes should be closely monitored.

Human Adaptation and Hong Kong Pandemic Flu H3N2 {#sec4.3}
------------------------------------------------

The PCA and all-atom RBD cluster analysis indicated that the conformational spaces sampled by H3h and H3 have significant overlaps, with distinct differences (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Table S3](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). While H3-LSTc is still dominated by one cluster, H3h-LSTc is distributed into three clusters. H3-LSTc had reduced RMSF near position 138, but with a huge standard error. H3-apo and H3h-apo have RMSF difference of ∼0.5 Å at residue 137, possibly due to the S137N mutation (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure S1](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). In contrast, the 150 loop had no differences in both H3 (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Looking at the entire RBD region, H3-LSTa had more RMSF fluctuation (∼0.25 Å) in the 190 helix, the trimeric interface T3 region around residue 213 ([Figures S1](#si1){ref-type="notes"} and [S6](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}), and the 220 loop. H3h-LSTc was similar, with minor RMSF fluctuations in the trimeric interface T1 region, 190 helix, T2, T3, and the region between the 220 loop and T4 ([Figures S1, S6](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). Previously identified trimer interface mutations apparently can affect species specificity,([@ref6]) suggesting that these calculations associating bound glycans with motions in the trimer interface may be worth further investigation.

In the BAR analysis, the 130 loop, 150 loop, and T3 showed increased flexibility (150 loop for LSTx, and T3 for LSTa) or decreased (130 loop for LSTa).In the 127 to 133 region, the BAR showed increased rigidity in H3-LSTa, and slightly more rigidity for H3h- LSTc. Residues exhibiting differences in motion with bound glycan could be markers for human adaptation of H3.

The 220 loop contains residue 226 and 228, known to be important for the receptor specificity switch.([@ref5]) All three H3h systems had the same RMSF in the 220 loop ([Figure S6](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). H3h-LSTc was the only system in which the contact frequency of both 157 and 158, which are near the trimeric interface T1 (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S4](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}), was greater than 50%.

What could be driving these changes in behavior? In avian H3, negatively charged E158 is positioned near the trimeric interface T1 region (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This is mutated to G158 in human H3. 137 is part of the SIA binding site,([@ref8]) and N137 is associated with a slightly repulsive Gal2 interaction in H3h-LSTa, as well as a stronger interaction with Sia1. (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [Tables S5−S6](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). Q226 had an intermittent H-bond (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) between Sia1 O9 and 226 OE, but the interaction energies between Sia1, Gal2 of LSTa with Q226 was higher than those from LSTc, as indicated by the propensity index (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Several Sia1 interactions with H3 were stronger in H3-LSTa, quite different from H3h, where only the Sia1−190 interaction is stronger in H3h-LSTa (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to more equal Sia1 interactions with the 130-loop, H3h also had increased interaction with LSTa toward the end of the 150 loop, near the trimeric interface T1 and the 190 helix. L226 in H3h removed an interaction energy difference that favored LSTa; the interaction energies for both H3h-LSTx were small. Overall, our findings are consistent with the notion that loss of binding to α-2,3 linked receptors, and an increase to α-2,6 linked receptors is a mechanism of species specificity switch in H3 subtype viruses.

However, the propensity index predicted H3h to have more favorable interactions with LSTa. Without entropic considerations, the MM-GBSA analysis of the total free energy of binding also indicated that LSTa was favored over LSTc ([Table S2](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}) for H3h. After the entropic contribution from glycan receptors was taken into consideration, LSTc is slightly favored over LSTa by H3h. Entropic contributions to the overall binding energy have already been shown by several studies to play an important role glycan-protein interactions,([@ref55]) including the HA([@ref26]) and related NA([@ref67]) systems. The conformational dynamics indicated that protein conformational entropy may contribute to the final free energy binding difference, which is still an area of active research.

The ensemble-averaged electrostatic potential isosurface map pointed out another potential mechanism that could influence receptor recognition, and be related to mutations that occur in the RBD. All of the HA have positive electrostatic potential over the RBD. H3h is unique in that its trimeric interface is also electrostatically positive, a visible contrast to H3 and H5. This may be due to the neutral G158 in H3h, in contrast to the negatively charged E158 in H3. The enhanced electropositive isosurface might facilitate the interaction with negatively charged sialoglycans, or other subsitutuents on glycan molecules, such as sulfation, additional sialylation or naturally occurring biantennary glycans. Although the positive potential would not distinguish between glycan receptor linkage types, it certainly could increase the efficiency of infection, or transmissibility when suitable receptors are present.

The Pandemic H5N1 Threat {#sec4.4}
------------------------

H5 showed the most differences in conformational space sampling (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). It is unique among the HA in this study in having extended 120 to 130 loop regions (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The BAR effect in the trimeric interface T1, particularly, residues 163 to 168, is pronounced compared to swine H9. H5 also shared similar BAR effect in the 150 loop with H3h (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). The region around residue 137, implicated as important for α-2,6 linked glycan specificity shift in H3/H3h, had similar RMSF differences to H3. H3h does not have S137; it has N137, which, like S137 had backbone amide H-bonds, but no side chain H-bonds as in the other three HAs (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Although H5 has N158 rather than E158, it did not have a similar electrostatic potential isosurface to H3h. This is likely due to the number of negatively charged residues in the H5 RBD: D131, D187, and E190, compared to only E190 in H3h, or only D145 in H9 (Figures [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

The propensity index calculations suggested that the RBD environment is favorable for LSTc binding (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), with the unique 133a insertion and 156 interacting more with the distal Gal4 and Glc5 of LSTc. Residue 156 did exhibit reduced BAR motion in the presence of bound glycans, with the most reduction in H5-LSTa (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). The contact frequency analysis showed that the bound LSTc is almost in full contact with the RBD residues, with consistent reduction of RMSF in the major SSE of the RBD ([Figure S6](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}). This suggests a likely strong entropic penalty for H5-LSTc. E190 had H-bonds with Sia1 O7 and O8 in H5-LSTa, but not LSTc, but one significant H-bond with GlcNac O6 in H5-LSTc (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The overall interaction energy for Sia1 of LSTc at residue E190 was 4.5 kcal/mol, highly unfavorable. As in the case of D135 in swine H9, this unfavorable interaction was compensated by the overall interaction energy at other positions, indicated by the propensity index (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

Electrostatic Steering {#sec4.5}
----------------------

Extensive MD simulations have been shown to accurately reproduce the experimentally observed changes in protein electrostatic field([@ref52]) and provide additional insights not ascertained with electrostatics surface maps alone. Our analyses revealed a large, positive electrostatic lobe around the RBDs for all the HA systems, which clearly indicates an electrostatic driving force for attracting the negatively charged terminal SIA moieties on host receptor cells (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). H5 and H3 exhibit the most similar potentials both in terms of shape and magnitude, whereas H3h is overall more positive and H9 has the weakest positive electrostatic potential. Whether the different field strengths relate to rate of association of the SIA receptors is an intriguing question that is not accessible with current MD simulations. Many examples of protein−ligand complexes whose association rates are enhanced many-fold due to electrostatic steering have been identified.([@ref53]) Furthermore, the ends of each HA near the membrane all exhibit a negative electrostatic potential. It is possible that this configuration may help guide glycan receptors toward the RBD. We note that the actual membrane-bound components of the HA structures are cleaved to facilitate crystallization and therefore not present in our analyses. Again, H9 exhibits an overall weaker negative electrostatic potential that is different in character, including a large lobe much closer to the center of the molecule. It is tempting to speculate that mutations could be made to introduce a more electropositive isosurface for H5 or other HAs, and tested in silico or in vitro to see whether this affects the binding kinetics.

HA Interaction Energy Profiles and Propensity Index {#sec4.6}
---------------------------------------------------

The heat map allowed the identification of distinct interaction patterns that would be otherwise unnoticed. For example, removal of noted unfavorable contacts between the glycan and HA could potentially enhance the binding affinity of glycan receptors. D145 stood out in swine H9 as an unfavorable interaction due to the negative charge. This could be a species barrier, and a mutation at this position might increase the chance of swine H9 crossing the species barrier. Residue 156 had an unfavorable interaction energy calculated at +2.5 ± 0.6 kcal/mol in H3h-LSTc, and has not been studied systematically before. A possible role for 156 in α-2,6 specificity was proposed from the crystal structure.([@ref8]) Residues 156 and 157 also form antigenic site B.^[@ref12],[@ref68]^ Other notable residues with unfavorable interactions include residues 190, 193, and could be markers to monitor for receptor binding specificity or species specificity switch.

The propensity index offers an easy way to examine whether a particular RBD contains residues favorable for one receptor or another, based upon enthalpic considerations. While Sia1 interactions contributed from 60 to 75% of the free energy of binding, the distal or inner glycan residues may contribute through interactions with other RBD residues. The flexible nature of the glycan receptors suggest that many of these interactions may be transient, and through weak forms of interactions such as dipole−dipole interactions. The abundance of Glc5 interactions in the propensity index analysis suggests that it may contribute significantly to the multivalent, avidity-based glycan receptor and HA protein interactions.

Species Specificity Switch and Cooperative Interaction Network {#sec4.7}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The propensity index strongly suggests that receptor binding specificity and species specificity shift studies should be conducted through systematic profiling. The same residues may participate in different interactions and perform different roles. This may apply particularly to low affinity and high avidity interactions between the HAs and their glycan receptors. A S137A mutation in a human isolate of H5 was found to greatly increase α-2,6 glycan binding, whereas S137A and T192I mutations decreased α-2,3 glycan binding relative to α-2,6 glycan.([@ref10]) While we did not detect strong interactions at T192, we could not rule out that compensatory changes at other locations might have occurred. Direct simulation experiments are required to assess the effects of these mutations within the H5 subtype, with reference to the experimental studies. Between avian and swine subtypes, three mutations at charged residues occurred involving S145D, K156Q, and E190 V. Nine mutations occurred in the RBD between H3 and H3h ([Figure S2](#si1){ref-type="notes"} of the [Supporting Information](#si1){ref-type="notes"}), and six are shown in this study and earlier experiments to be involved in glycan interactions: N137S, G158E, S193N, L226Q, S227P, and S228G. More coordinated mutagenesis studies, performed both in silico and in vitro, would be required to tease apart the intricate network of interactions that determine species specificity switch.

Conclusions {#sec5}
===========

We have presented several complementary modes of analyses for about 30 residues of the HA RBD which form an intricate network of receptor binding surface. Some of these interactions were calculated for all four HA, many are unique to a given system, and a few may be diagnostic for binding preference and species specificity. Our MD simulations revealed that there are modest differences in the dynamics between H3, H5, and H9. Most notably, the glycan binding domain for H3, H3h, and H5 is substantially more flexible than that in H9. However, the dynamic region of the binding domain is not coincident with the specific glycan interaction sites, which exhibit a high level of rigidity, as had been determined from structural comparison of apo-HA to HA-LSTx crystals.^[@ref8],[@ref27],[@ref28]^ Comparative dynamics analysis of the apo and glycan bound systems revealed that while the dynamic motions of the flexible region of the binding domain in H3, H3h, and H5 are dampened in the presence of both glycan types, no substantial backbone structural or dynamic changes are observed in the RBD in all four HA systems. Our extensive energetic decomposition analysis revealed some differences in the constituent specific energetic interactions between avian-type and human-type glycans with the various HA-mediated contacts. The dominant attractive force between glycan and HA is probably electrostatic, not hydrogen-bonding. The results of this theoretical study have allowed a unique dissection of the delicate balance of complex and diverse interactions that determine the system specific glycan binding affinities, and provide more detailed insight into the different energetic contributions that control the process of initial attachment to host cells in different viral strains of HA.
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